
Mount Arlington School 
Celebrates STEM Projects 
Using SJS Math Models 
Matter Grant 

Mount Arlington School students now have      
several opportunities to spend time learning      
how to balance the triad of sustainability       
(community/society-economics-environment) 
through a number of electives and programs.       
These opportunities were implemented using a      
$10000 grant funded by Sustainable Jersey for       
Schools (SJS) and the New Jersey Educational       
Association. These programs focus on     
modelling how data and research are used by        
scientists, engineers and community leaders on      
issues such as stream management, airport      
management, alternative energies, climate    
change and satellite imaging, carbon emissions      
control, and bridge building. Through these      
hands-on projects students are able to apply       
their research and math skills to understand       
how they can use their skills to make career         
connections. The programs reflects the     
District’s motto – Mount Arlington School      
District – The Heart and Future of our        
Community. Some of these programs were      
presented in June 2019 to the New Jersey First         
Lady Tammy Murphy who has launched a #NJ        
GREEN social media campaign aimed to      
educate others about sustainable actions that      
can make a difference. 

 

 

STREAM MANAGEMENT AND URBAN    
PLANNING 

 
Students plan their city layout 

  
Students observe stream erosion simulation before      
making adjustment to their final urban design       
models. 



Students plan city layout

 
Students modify stream erosion control plans before       
constructing  their final urban design models. 
 
Students in Grade 3 can now take on the role of           
urban planners. After research on soil science       
and stream erosion control, students use a       
stream bed model to work in teams to create an          
urban design by placing small buildings and       
infrastructure for their urban design. The      
teams explain their designs plans and models,       
and then they observe a simulation flood event.        
After this background research, the teams then       
brainstorm how to modify the stream bed       
and/or the layout of the buildings. Then each        
team constructs their city and conducts the       

simulation flood event to determine if their       
control measurements worked. During the     
project math skills are used to measure       
dimensions, create scaled drawings, and collect      
runoff volumes and rates.  
 

 
Students design flood control practices 
 
 

 



AIRPORT MANAGEMENT AND FLOOD    
CONTROL 

Students showcase Futuristic Airport Design Model 

 

Students in Grade 4 can now take on the role of           
airport management. Using the internet, they      
explore aviation and airport careers and      
research the layout of airports around the       
world. Students create slideshows showcasing     
their research. After gaining this background      
knowledge, then the students work in teams to        
design a futuristic airport. During the project       
math skills are used to measure dimensions,       
create scaled drawings, to build 3-D models       
using recyclables, and to calculate stormwater      

runoff volumes from their airport models      
runways.  

ALTERNATIVE ENERGIES: 
WIND TURBINE, SOLAR CARS, AND 
GREENER ALTERNATIVES 

Students in Grade 5-8 can now take on the role          
of energy engineers. Students research     
alternative energies to determine which energy      
resources they recommend for future     
developmental research. They voice their ideas      
by writing members of the United States       
Senate and House of Representatives. Students      
also design blades for a wind turbine project        
and collect voltage data to compare how       
changing the size (area), shape, pitch, and       
number blades impact energy output. The      
grant provided a mini-wind tunnel to evaluate       
the aerodynamics of the blades. As the District        
expands its 3-D printer capabilities, the      
mini-wind tunnel can be used to test 3-D        
printed blades. In addition, the grant provided       
a photo-finish sensor to be used in the Solar         
Car vehicle design program.. 

 
Letter from a Senator 



 
Wind Tunnel

 
Measuring independent variable of mass of blades 

 

 
Calculation of blade area and class data spreadsheet 



Demonstration Center at Maker Fest 

Students can opt to design using traditional materials        
or use computer aided drafting to design and 3-D         
print vehicles for the Solar Sprint Car program 

CLIMATE CHANGE AND SATELLITE    
IMAGING 

Using a collegiate level textbook, Andrew      
Dessler’s Introduction to Modern Climate     
Change, Edition 2, Cambridge University     
Press, 2016, students in Grade 7 are given the         
opportunity to discover the parameters     
affecting climate and weather, and they gain an        
understanding about how scientists investigated     
climate conditions using energy balance and      
radiation data from satellites to create models       
on climate change. They also use information       

including detailed graphs and tables from the       
textbook to explore the carbon cycle and       
greenhouse gases. 

   

Using molecular kits from the grant they build        
models of the greenhouse gases as an applied        
chemistry project. Students are given other      
research options to complete the program      
including a timeline on Climate Change and       
Politics and/or informational essays on how      
humans have impacted the Earth. They also       
complete ecological handprints and footprints. 

BRIDGE BUILDING AND CARBON    
EMISSIONS 
 

 
NJ First Lady Tammy Murphy learns about the        
Bridge Building Project which allows students to       
model engineering design practices as well as       
calculate the impact of vehicle emissions at major        
bridges around the world. 
 



For the Bridge Building program, students are       
engaged in several activities. For a      
science-math project, they explore how     
engineers design and test bridges using on-line       
simulators and research; then they build and       
test their models. For their structural analysis       
they compare mass loads to the mass of        
material used to construct the model. For a        
social studies-math project they explore the      
environmental impact of vehicle emissions at      
major bridges around the world and map out        
locations; they also create spreadsheets to use       
formulas to calculate carbon emissions based      
on the volume of traffic. For a       
science-language arts research project on     
carbon footprints, they discover their own      
ecological handprints and footprints. 

 

MATH MODELS MATTER   
REFLECTION 

This process of PBL development has had a        
positive outcome and well worth the extra       
effort by teachers as students make connections       
with real world data and design opportunities.       
The District brought in a consultant from       

Rutgers University to introduce the BIE Project       
Based Learning model. The Buck Institute for       
Education highlights how PBL transforms     
students by inspiring them to think differently       
about themselves as learners, collaborators, and      
leaders.  PBL prepares students for academic,      
personal, and career success and it readies       
young people to rise to the challenges of their         
lives and the world they will inherit.   

Using the district’s model of hybrid access to        
technology, students have ownership of their      
learning. They discover how math skills are       
applied to engineering design and     
socio-economic data analysis. They learn how      
to evaluate authentic on-line resources to      
validate their findings. The school now has       
additional programs to enhance student     
learning which serve a models for      
interdisciplinary curriculum connections.  

The District applauds the efforts and      
contribution of SJS and NJEA through their       
grants initiatives and certification process.     
Most recently, Team Integrity developed a unit       
on Natural Disaster Emergency Planning     
program. By studying the socio-economic     
impact of recent disasters worldwide, students      
used data to predict the impact if the disaster         
occurred locally; they also developed an      
Emergency Plan for the borough which was       
evaluated by local police. Thanks to the grant        
teachers have the tools to use local resources to         
create programs which are built on PBL pillars:        
sustained inquiry, authenticity, student voice     
and choice, reflection, critique and revision,      
and public product.  


